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Abstract—The capabilities and roles of unmanned aerial ve-
hicles, a.k.a. drones, have been rapidly evolving as a result
of the advances in processing, sensing, communicating, and
networking technologies of robotic systems. Because of the versa-
tility, flexibility, easy installation, and relatively small operating
expenses of drones, Flying Ad Hoc Networks (FANETs) consisting
of a fleet of drones endowed with sensing, computing, and
wireless communicating capabilities are promptly proliferating
and representing a key enabler for Internet-of-Drones and
its applications. Unfortunately, reliable packet forwarding in
FANETs is not always guaranteed because of unstable link
quality and intermittent connectivity caused by high mobility
of drones. In this paper, we propose a hybrid packet forwarding
algorithm, named HY BDfwd, to efficiently and reliably deliver
data packets to ground destination in FANETs. The HY BDfwd

consists of two schemes: end-to-end routing and delay-tolerant
forwarding. In end-to-end routing, the drone initiates a route
discovery procedure to find an end-to-end routing path to deliver
data packets to ground destination. In case no end-to-end routing
path exists, delay-tolerant forwarding is applied, where the drone
forwards data packets to the ferry drone that is moving to
ground destination or it carries data packets and moves to ground
destination to deliver data packets. We evaluate the proposed
hybrid packet forwarding algorithm through extensive simulation
experiments using OMNeT++ and compare its performance
with a prior motion-driven packet forwarding algorithm, and
experimental results indicate that the proposed hybrid packet
forwarding algorithm can be a viable approach in FANETs.

Index Terms—Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, Drones, Packet For-
warding Algorithm, Flying Ad Hoc Networks, Internet-of-Drones

I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), often referred to as
drones, have been increasingly popular among hobbyists,
researchers, and investors. The U.S. Federal Aviation Admin-
istration projects that the country’s commercial, small, non-
model fleet of drones will grow to 451,800 in 2022, and small
model hobbyist drones will be doubled from an estimated
1.1 million vehicles in 2017 to 2.4 million units by 2022.
The economic implications for commercial drone industry,
including aerial surveying and mapping, aerial surveillance
and security, aerial inspection of infrastructure, aerial delivery,
etc., are also indisputable in the U.S. It has been estimated
that drone integration within national air space will account
for $82.1 billion in job creation and economic growth over
the 10-year span from 2015 to 2025. As the number of
drones rapidly increases, Internet-of-Drones (IoD) and its

applications are expeditiously proliferating, where a myriad
of multi-sized and heterogeneous drones seamlessly interact
with each other through zone service providers to realize
the goal of coordinating the access of drones to controlled
airspace and providing navigation services [1]. With the on-
going advances in processing, sensing, communicating, and
networking technologies, drones will find many new ways to
improve our lives further in the realm of IoD.

Drones are small flying robots with the capabilities of pho-
tographing, sensing, computing, and wireless communicating,
and ready to gather information and transmit often large-
sized data to a ground station [2]. The communication of a
single drone scenario has been well investigated, for example,
a load-carry-and-deliver single-hop routing protocol has been
proposed to utilize a single drone to relay messages between
two distant ground locations [3]. However, as a major part of
speedily emerging IoD, Flying Ad Hoc Networks (FANETs)
with the advantages of faster multitasking capability, longer
network lifetime, and higher scalability pose new research
challenges. For example, how a fleet of drones efficiently and
collaboratively route data packets to a destination in order to
achieve the goal of sharing information and knowledge and
coordinating decisions. Due to the unique characteristics of
FANETs, such as high mobility and continuous movement,
drastically changing network topology, and intermittently con-
nected communication links, routing protocols and communi-
cation algorithms that were specifically designed for Mobile
Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) and Vehicular Ad Hoc Net-
works (VANETs) fail in the highly dynamic aerial environment
[4], [5]. For example, wireless connectivity among drones is
challenged by the high mobility of drones, which leads to
continuous variation of mutual distances between drones and
drastic network topology changes, resulting in a significant
degradation of network performance [6], [7].

In this paper, we propose a novel hybrid packet forwarding
algorithm to efficiently and reliably deliver data packets to
ground destination in FANETs. Unlike prior routing schemes
such as traditional source routing (e.g., DSR), distance vector
routing (e.g., AODV), or link state routing (e.g., OLSR) that
solely rely on either end-to-end routing path or a certain
degree of link stability, the proposed hybrid packet forward-
ing algorithm incorporates end-to-end routing technique with
delay-tolerant forwarding operations to efficiently and reliably
deliver data packets. Our major contribution is briefly summa-978-1-7281-2522-0/19/$31.00 c�2019 IEEE
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rized in twofold:

• We categorize and analyze the existing routing protocols
and communication algorithms in FANETs in terms of
static routing, proactive routing, reactive routing, hybrid
routing, position-based routing, cluster routing, and other
approaches. The main motivation of categorization and
comparative analysis is to help network engineers choose
appropriate routing protocols based on specific scenario
where FANETs will be deployed.

• We propose a hybrid packet forwarding algorithm, also
referred to as HY BDfwd, which consists of end-to-end
routing scheme and delay-tolerant forwarding scheme, to
efficiently and reliably deliver data packets to ground
destination in FANETs. In end-to-end routing, the drone
initiates a route discovery procedure to find an end-to-end
routing path to deliver data packets to ground destination.
In case no end-to-end routing path exists, delay-tolerant
forwarding is applied, where the drone forwards data
packets to the ferry drone that is moving to ground
destination or it carries data packets and moves to ground
destination to deliver data packets.

We develop a customized discrete event driven simulation
framework by using OMNeT++ [8] and evaluate its per-
formance through extensive simulations in terms of packet
delivery ratio, packet delivery latency, and number of ferried
data packets. We also revisit prior motion-driven packet for-
warding algorithm [9], and modify it to work in FANETs for
performance comparison. The simulation results show that the
proposed hybrid packet forwarding algorithm can not only
improve the packet deliver ratio, but also reduce the packet
delivery latency, indicating a viable approach in FANETs.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Prior schemes are
provided and analyzed in Section II. A system model and the
proposed hybrid packet forwarding algorithm are presented in
Section III. Section IV focuses on simulation results and their
analyses. Finally, concluding remarks with future research
direction are provided in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we categorize and analyze the existing
routing protocols and communication algorithms in FANETs
and similar environments in terms of static routing, proactive
routing, reactive routing, hybrid routing, position-based rout-
ing, cluster routing, and other approaches.

Static Routing: In static routing, drones are used as packet
carriers which transfer packets between source and destination.
Before the task starts, a static routing table is computed
and loaded to drones, and cannot be updated during the
task operation. The advantage of static routing is lightweight,
however, the drawbacks are also obvious that the systems
deployed with static routing are not fault tolerant or suitable
for dynamically changing environment. In [10], drones are
used as message ferries to store, carry, and forward messages
to destination when it is impossible or impractical to directly
transmit the messages through intermediate nodes in highly
partitioned ad hoc networks. Since static routing protocol is

not fault tolerant and appropriate for dynamic environments,
the route planning problem is of great importance to drones.

Proactive Routing: Proactive routing is also called active
routing, where routing information is updated and shared
periodically among drones in advance. Thus, the routing path
between every pair of drones in the network can be selected
to transmit packets immediately without a long waiting time.
However, the disadvantages are also undeniable, for example,
a large amount of control packets are needed to keep the
routing information up-to-date, which introduces a higher
communication overhead. In addition, proactive routing pro-
tocols are not suitable for high-mobility networks. In [11], a
speed-aware predictive-optimized link state routing protocol
(P-OLSR) exploiting GPS information is proposed to assist
routing operations in FANETs, where the relative speed be-
tween two drones can be obtained based on GPS information,
and is taken into account as a factor in the calculation of the
expected transmission count metrics.

Reactive Routing: Reactive routing is also called on-
demand routing, where a routing path is built on demand
when packets need to be sent. Compared to proactive routing,
reactive routing has a lower communication overhead by effec-
tively reducing the number of control packets, but introduces
a higher communication latency due to the discovery of end-
to-end routing path. Dynamic source routing (DSR) [12] is a
classic reactive routing protocol for multi-hop wireless mesh
networks, where a source node first floods a route request
packet throughout the network when it has data packets to
send. When the destination node receives the route request
packet, it replies a route reply packet piggybacked with the
complete route of the destination node to source node. Ad hoc
on-demand distance vector (AODV) routing [13] is another
representative reactive routing, which is designed based on
DSR and DSDV [14]. It uses the periodic beaconing and
sequence numbering procedure of DSDV and a similar route
discovery procedure as in DSR.

Hybrid Routing: Hybrid routing is a combination of proac-
tive routing and reactive routing to overcome the problem
of high control message overhead in proactive routing and
high end-to-end delay in reactive routing. In [15], a hybrid
routing framework suitable for a wide variety of mobile
ad hoc networks is proposed, where each node proactively
maintains routes within a local region, also referred to as
the routing zone. The knowledge of routing zone topology
is leveraged by routing framework to improve the efficiency
of a globally reactive route query/reply mechanism. In [16],
a routing protocol named rapid-reestablish temporally ordered
routing algorithm (RTORA) is proposed for FANETs, where a
reduced-overhead mechanism is adopted to overcome adverse
effects caused by link reversal failure. In the reduced-overhead
mechanism, a large amount of useless control packets from
flooding are prevented.

Position-based Routing: In position-based routing, the
geographic position of destination contained in the packet or
the position of neighbor nodes of forwarding node is utilized to
make routing decision. In [17], a geographic position mobility
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oriented routing, called GPMOR, is proposed for FANETs,
where the movement of drones is predicted with Gaussian-
Markov mobility model to eliminate the impact of highly
dynamic movement. The GPMOR selects the next-hop node
according to the mobility relationship in addition to Euclidean
distance to make more accuracy decision.

Cluster Routing: Cluster routing places drones into groups,
also called clusters, and performs hierarchical routing between
these clusters. The routing is primarily established with some
proactive planned routes at the higher levels, and then helps
the request from triggered drones through reactive routing at
the lower levels. In [18], the concept of multicluster FANETs
employing IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer protocol for drone-to-
drone communication is proposed to reduce communication
cost and optimize network performance.

Other Approaches: The [19] proposes adaptive commu-
nication protocols including a position-prediction-based direc-
tional MAC protocol and a self-learning routing protocol based
on reinforcement learning in FANETs. In [20], a predictive
routing protocol based on three-dimensional estimation with
a fast update mechanism for the flying path is proposed
in FANETs, where prediction mechanism is employed to
determine the drone location and its trajectory to enhance the
efficiency of routing protocol. In [21], an aerial network man-
agement protocol built on top of a software defined networking
(SDN) architecture is proposed to address the needs of efficient
and robust end-to-end data relaying in FANETs, where each
drone becomes a SDN switch that performs under directives
sent by a centralized controller.

In summary, over the past few years, various routing proto-
cols and communication mechanisms have been proposed in
FANETs and similar environments. Through careful analysis
and comparison, it is found that each protocol has its own
definite strengths and weaknesses, and suitable for specific
situation. Most prior approaches focus on the load-carry-
and-deliver, the shortest path, the path with the best link
quality and lightest traffic load, the geographic position of
destination or next-hop node, or mobility prediction. However,
little attention has been paid to hybrid packet forwarding
algorithm incorporating with end-to-end routing and delay-
tolerant forwarding in FANETs.

III. THE PROPOSED HYBRID PACKET FORWARDING

ALGORITHM

In this section, we first introduce system model and assump-
tions, link expiration time model, and link throughput model,
and then propose a hybrid packet forwarding algorithm, called
HY BDfwd, to efficiently and reliably deliver data packets to
ground destination in FANETs.

A. System Model and Assumptions

In this paper, a search and rescue mission in a post-disaster
area is considered, where a set of drones identified by its drone
id is deployed to inspect the targeted area and provide high
resolution overview images in order to spot a missing person
or an object [22]. Due to the limited capability of on-board

computer of drones, the collected real-time aerial photogra-
phy are sent to a stationary ground destination for further
processing in time. We assume that each drone is equipped
with a Global Positioning System, Inertial Measurement Units,
and digital map to obtain its current geographical position and
mobility information [23]. In most of drone-based services and
applications, drones like small quad-copters usually do not fly
at high altitudes [24], therefore, we assume that all drones have
the same constant and low altitude during the flight. We also
assume that drones have no energy restrictions since they are
equipped with rechargeable batteries which can be recharged
from wireless recharging stations [1] or environmental energy
resources [25].

It is a well-known fact that separating data and control
channels in wireless networks gives rise to performance
benefits [9]. In addition, drones usually require a reliable
communication channel for control and telemetry data for
safe flight operation, so the existence of an out-of-band-
channel is a reasonable assumption. Thus, it is assumed that
each drone uses high-throughput radio technology with the
limited communication range and low-throughput channel with
long communication range for data traffic and control traffic,
respectively. Through periodically exchanged drone status (i.e.,
relaying or ferrying, and location and motion information) con-
trol messages transmitted via the low-throughput control traffic
channel, the ground destination is aware of current status of all
drones and the global network topology. For the vast majority
of outdoor mission, for example search and rescue operations,
drones can be considered to operate in flat areas, thus, wireless
links can be assumed to have a free space propagation model
and line-of-sight characteristics. In other words, the received
signal strength solely depends on the distance between the
sender and the receiver. In order to reduce high deployment
and operational costs, sparse drone (later node) deployment is
considered in FANETs. In addition, motion speed and heading
direction information can be obtained from equipped Global
Positioning System and Inertial Measurement Units, which
will be used to estimate the link expiration time as well as
the link throughput.

B. Modeling Link Expiration Time and Link Throughput

First, we propose a link expiration time (LET) prediction
method utilizing the geographical location and mobility infor-
mation based on [26]. We assume that two nodes ni and nj

are located within the communication range r of each other,
and the two-dimensional position coordinates of ni and nj are
denoted as (xi, yi) and (xj , yj), respectively. We also suppose
that vi and vj are the moving speeds, and ✓i and ✓j (0  ✓i,
✓j < 2⇡) are the moving directions of ni and nj , respectively.
According to [26], the duration of time that ni and nj will

stay connected, denoted by T {i,j}
cont , is represented by

T {i,j}
cont =

�(a · b + c · d) +
p

(a2 + c2) · r2 � (a · d � b · c)2

a2 + c2
,

(1)

where
a = vi · cos ✓i � vj · cos ✓j , (2)
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b = xi � xj , (3)

c = vi · sin ✓i � vj · sin ✓j , (4)

d = yi � yj . (5)

Note that when ni and nj are moving at the same speed and

direction, where vi = vj and ✓i = ✓j , T {i,j}
cont becomes 1. Thus,

the predicted connection time T {i,j}
cont is the link expiration time

(LET) between ni and nj .
In addition, according to [9], the link throughput can be

measured as a function of the known geographical distance
between the packet sender and the packet receiver. Thus, the
derived empirical link throughput between node ni and node

nj , denoted by T {i,j}
put , is given as follows

T {i,j}
put = 106

· (�9.09 · log2(dist(i, j)) + 72.58), (6)

where dist(i,j) is the spatial distance between ni and nj . Here,

the unit of spatial distance dist(i,j) and link throughput T {i,j}
put

is meter and bit/second, respectively.

C. Hybrid Packet Forwarding Algorithm

In this subsection, we propose a hybrid packet forwarding
algorithm, also referred to as HY BDfwd, to efficiently and
reliably deliver data packets to ground destination in FANETs.
In the HY BDfwd, end-to-end routing scheme is first applied
to find the potential end-to-end routing path with the maximum
output between source node and ground destination. In case
the network is partitioned and no end-to-end routing path
exists, delay-tolerant forwarding scheme is used, where the
source node forwards data packets to the ferry node with a
higher data ferry rate that is moving to ground destination
to deliver data packets. If there is no available ferry node
with a higher data ferry rate, the source node carries data
packets from its current position and physically moves to
ground destination to deliver data packets.

1) End-to-End Routing Scheme: When the source node has
data packets to deliver to ground destination, it initiates the
route discovery procedure by broadcasting a route request
(RREQ) packet. The RREQ packet contains source node id
(IDsrc), packet sequence number (PKTseq), source route
record (Sroute), list of position coordinates of nodes in source
route record (Lcoord), list of moving speeds of nodes in
source route record (Lspd), and list of moving directions of
nodes in source route record (Ldir). Any intermediate node
located between the source node and the ground destination
receives a RREQ packet for the first time, it caches the packet
sequence number PKTseq along with a timestamp when the
RREQ packet is received. To save storage space, the cached
PKTseq with the timestamp less than Tcur - $ is evicted,
where Tcur and $ are the current system time and a system
parameter, respectively. In addition, it appends its node id in
the source route record Sroute, adds its position coordinate in
the list of position coordinates Lcoord, adds its moving speed
in the list of moving speeds Lspd, adds its moving direction
in the list of moving directions Ldir, and then rebroadcasts
the RREQ packet. When an intermediate node receives a

duplicated RREQ packet, it first checks whether its node id is
in the piggybacked source route record Sroute of the received
RREQ packet or not. If its node id is in the Sroute, it drops
the received RREQ packet directly. Otherwise, it appends its
node id in the Sroute, adds its position coordinate, moving
speed, and moving direction in the Lcoord, Lspd, and Ldir,
respectively, and then rebroadcasts the RREQ packet. When
the intermediate node that has a direct connection to ground
destination (or is within the communication range of ground
destination) receives the RREQ packet, it appends its node id
in the Sroute, adds its position coordinate, moving speed, and
moving direction in the Lcoord, Lspd, and Ldir, respectively.
And then, it replies a route reply (RREP) packet piggybacked
with the PKTseq , Sroute, Lcoord, Lspd, and Ldir back to the
source node along the reverse route of the RREQ packet.

When the source node receives the first RREP packet, it
records the piggybacked PKTseq, Sroute, Lcoord, Lspd, and
Ldir in the route table. In addition, the source node starts
a timer and waits for a certain time period, Twait, to receive
more RREP packets and learn all possible routes. When Twait

expires, based on the recorded Sroute, Lcoord, Lspd, and
Ldir in the route table, the source node calculates the link
expiration time and the link throughput of all links along
each candidate route in the route table according to Eq. 1
and 6, respectively. And then, the source node calculates an
estimated route output of each candidate route in the route
table. In this paper, the route output represents the maximum
amount of data that can be transmitted before the candidate
route is broken and becomes invalid, and is the compre-
hensive judgment factor of the candidate route in terms of
link expiration time and link throughput. The estimated route
output of the candidate route {route} can be represented as

R{route}
output = T

{ni,nj}
contmin ·T {nk,nm}

putmin . Here, T
{ni,nj}
contmin and T {nk,nm}

putmin

is the smallest link expiration time between node ni and
node nj , and the smallest link throughput between node nk

and node nm along the candidate route {route}, respectively.

Based on the calculated R{route}
output , the source node selects the

route with the largest R{route}
output as the forwarding path, and

then sends data packets to ground destination.

Certain link of the route can be disconnected frequently
because of high mobility. In the HY BDfwd, if a node contin-
uously fails to deliver data packets to next-hop node along the
forwarding path, i.e., not overhearing implicit acknowledgment
or receiving explicit acknowledgment [27], it considers the link
to be disconnected and sends a route error (RERR) packet
piggybacked with disconnected link to source node. Upon
receiving the RERR packet, the source node stops sending
data packets along the broken route, and then initiates the
route discovery procedure again to find a new route to deliver
data packets or apply delay-tolerant forwarding scheme if end-
to-end routing path does not exist. In classic reactive routing
protocols, for example DSR [12], route caching through un-
conditional overhearing is one of the major features to improve
routing performance [28]. Whenever an intermediate node
forwards or overhears a packet, such as RREQ, RREP, or data
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Tcont(ns, ne) = 3 sec
Tput(ns, ne) = 16 Mbit/sec
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Tput(ne, nf) = 18 Mbit/sec

Tcont(nf, nG) = 5 sec
Tput(nf, nG) = 20 Mbit/sec nG

Tcont(ns, na) = 4 sec
Tput(ns, na) = 18 Mbit/sec Tcont(na, nb) = 3 sec

Tput(na, nb) = 18 Mbit/sec

Tcont(nb, nc) = 4 sec
Tput(nb, nc) = 17 Mbit/sec

Tcont(nc, nG) = 5 sec
Tput(nc, nG) = 19 Mbit/sec

Routput(ns, ne, nf, nG) = Tcont(ns, ne) * Tput(ns, ne) = 48 Mbit 
Routput(ns, na, nb, nc, nG) = Tcont(na, nb) * Tput(nb, nc) = 51 Mbit 

Ground Destination

Fig. 1. A snapshot of the network, where two end-to-end routing paths,
denoted by color purple and blue, are available between source node ns and
ground destination nG. Tcont(ni, nj) and Tput(ni, nj) is the link expiration
time and the link throughput between node ni and node nj , respectively.

packet, it caches the piggybacked route information in its route
table. If an intermediate node forwards or overhears a RERR
packet, it removes any cached route containing the broken link
from its route table. However, in this paper, the overhearing
feature is not considered. In particular, intermediate nodes are
not designed to cache the piggybacked route information when
they receive or overhear any on-flying packets. The rational
behind this design is that the nodes in FANETs have high
mobility and the network topology changes frequently, thus,
the cached routes can become unavailable and stale quickly.

For example, as shown in Fig. 1, suppose that two end-
to-end routing paths are available between source node ns

and ground destination nG, and source node ns has already
received the RREP packets along these two routes. Thus, ns

first computes the link expiration time and the link throughput
of all links along these two routes, and then calculates the

estimated route output of each route. Here, R{ns,na,nb,nc,nG}
output

= T {na,nb}
contmin * T {nb,nc}

putmin = 51 Mbit, and R
{ns,ne,nf ,nG}
output =

T {ns,ne}
contmin * T {ns,ne}

putmin = 48 Mbit, respectively. Thus, the route
{ns,na,nb,nc,nG} with the larger estimated route output will
be chosen as forwarding path. The major operations of the
proposed end-to-end routing scheme is shown in Fig. 2.

2) Delay-Tolerant Forwarding Scheme: Since geographic
position and mobility information of nodes are available, rout-
ing concepts employing location and motion awareness could
be potential packet forwarding candidate in FANETs, where
data packets are forwarded to nodes that are physically moving
closer to ground destination. In this paper, not only nodes can
act as communication relay nodes in end-to-end routing, but
also they may act as communication ferry nodes that carry and
move data packets physically to ground destination [29]. Thus,
we propose a delay-tolerant forwarding scheme to deliver data
packets to ground destination in case no end-to-end routing
path is available.

When the source node has data packets to deliver, however,
the route discovery procedure fails to find the end-to-end
routing path to ground destination, the source node first checks
whether there is a ferry node that is currently moving to
ground destination within its communication range. If there
is a ferry node within its communication range, the source

Notations:

• IDsrc, PKTseq , Sroute , Lcoord, Lspd, Ldir , Twait , and R
{route}
output

: Defined
before.
• RREQ[IDsrc, PKTseq , Sroute, Lcoord, Lspd, Ldir], RREP , RERR,

cachei

seq
, coordi, spdi , diri, RTi , and CRi: RREQ packet, RREP packet, RERR

packet, cached packet sequence numbers of RREQ packets at node ni, position coordinate
of node ni, moving speed of node ni , moving direction of node ni , route table of node
ni, and communication range of node ni.
Event-Driven End-to-End Routing Scheme:
⇧ When a source node ns has data packets to deliver:

Broadcast RREQ packet;
⇧ When an intermediate node ni receives a RREQ packet:

if ni is within the CRG of ground destination nG

Append ni in RREQ.Sroute ; Add coordi in RREQ.Lcoord;
Add spdi in RREQ.Lspd; Add diri in RREQ.Ldir ;
Reply RREP packet with RREQ.{Sroute, Lcoord, Lspd, Ldir};

else
if RREQ.PKTseq /2 cachei

seq
/⇤ Receive RREQ first time. ⇤/

Cache PKTseq in cachei

seq
;

Append ni in RREQ.Sroute ; Add coordi in RREQ.Lcoord;
Add spdi in RREQ.Lspd; Add diri in RREQ.Ldir ;
Rebroadcast RREQ packet;

else /⇤ Receive duplicated RREQ. ⇤/
if ni 2 RREQ.Sroute

Discard RREQ packet;
else

Append ni in RREQ.Sroute ; Add coordi in RREQ.Lcoord;
Add spdi in RREQ.Lspd; Add diri in RREQ.Ldir ;
Rebroadcast RREQ packet;

⇧ When a source node ns receives a RREP packet:
Cache RREQ.Sroute in RTs ; Start a timer Twait ;

⇧ When timer Twait expires at ns:
for each {route} 2 RTs

Compute R
{route}
output

;

Send data packets along {route} with the maximum R{route}
output

;
⇧ When an intermediate node ni detects a link failure of {route}:

Send RERR{route} packet back to source node;
⇧ When a source node ns receives a RERR{route} packet:

Stop sending data packet along {route};
Initiate route discovery procedure;

Fig. 2. The pseudocode of the proposed end-to-end routing scheme.

node sends a request-to-send (RTS) packet to the ferry node.
When the ferry node receives the RTS packet, it replies a
clear-to-send (CTS) packet. After receiving the CTS packet,
the source node forwards its data packets to the ferry node
who will carry and deliver source node’s data packets along
with its own data packets to ground destination. For example,
as shown in Subfig. 3(a), suppose that there is no end-to-end
routing path to ground destination nG. However, there is a
ferry node nf within the communication range of source node
ns. Instead of carrying data packets and moving to ground
destination nG by itself, ns can forward its data packets to
nf that is moving to ground destination nG to deliver data
packets. Thus, ns and nf first exchange RTS and CTS packets,
and then, ns forwards its data packets to nf , which will carry
and deliver data packets to ground destination nG. By doing
so, ns can save its energy and spend more time on mission-
driven tasks instead of consuming them by moving closer to
ground destination nG for data packet delivery.

If there is no ferry node within the communication range of
the source node, the ground destination can instruct a nearby
ferry node to change its original air route and move closer
to the source node to load data packets. First, the ground
destination calculates the data ferry rate of rerouting the ferry
node to move to the source node to load data packets and
then move to ground destination for data packet delivery. In
addition, the ground destination calculates the sum of the data
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Ferry node

Ferry node

Ground Destination
(a)

nf

ne

ns

Ferry node

Ferry node

Ground Destination

nf

nG

ne

Data

Tmove = 2 sec

Tmove = 8 sec

(b)

Fig. 3. The proposed delay-tolerant forwarding scheme, where solid lines, dash-dotted lines, dotted lines, and dash lines represent the packet transmission,
original air route, changed air route, and communication range, respectively. Tmove is the traveling time when moving from one location to another location.

ferry rate of the source node and the ferry node carrying
their own data packets and moving to ground destination for
data packet delivery individually. In this paper, the data ferry
rate represents the amount of data packets that can be moved
and delivered to ground destination successfully by the ferry
node in a given time period. The larger the data ferry rate
is, the more data packets can be delivered by the ferry node
within a time period. Here, the data ferry rate is calculated as

R{i}
ferry =

W
{i}
data

T{i}
travel

, where W {i}
data and T {i}

travel is the total amount

of data packets carried and delivered to ground destination
and the total amount of traveling time required to move to
ground destination for node ni, respectively. If the data ferry
rate of rerouting the ferry node is larger than the sum of the
data ferry rate of individual delivery by the source node and
the ferry node, the ground destination will instruct the ferry
node to change its original air route and move to the source
node to load data packets. Otherwise, the source node and the
ferry node carry their own data packets and move to ground
destination to deliver data packets individually. If multiple
ferry nodes can provide a larger data ferry rate of rerouting
than that of individual delivery, the ferry node that provides
the highest data ferry rate will be chosen.

For example in Subfig. 3(b), suppose that two ferry nodes
ne and nf are near the source node ns, and each of them has
10 data packets to deliver. The ground destination nG first
calculates the data ferry rate of rerouting the ferry node ne

and nf , which is Re
ferry⇤ =

W{s}
data

+W{e}
data

T{e}
travel⇤

= 10+10
2+5 = 2.86

pkt/sec, and Rf
ferry⇤ =

W{s}
data

+W{f}
data

T
{f}
travel⇤

= 10+10
11+7 = 1.18 pkt/sec,

respectively. And then, the ground destination nG calculates
the sum of the data ferry rate of individual delivery for the

source node ns and the ferry node ne, which is R{s,e}
ferry =

W{s}
data

+W{e}
data

T{s}
travel

= 10+10
8 = 2.5 pkt/sec, and for the source node

ns and the ferry node nf , which is R{s,f}
ferry =

W
{s}
data

+W
{f}
data

T{f}
travel

= 10+10
8 = 2.5 pkt/sec, respectively. Here, the larger traveling

time is considered in the calculation of the sum of the data
ferry rate of individual delivery. For example, in 8 seconds,
the source node ns and the ferry node ne can move to ground

Notations:
• Sferry , Cferry : The set of current ferry nodes and the ferry node candidate.
• CRi, RTS, CTS: Defined before.
Event-Driven Delay-Tolerant Forwarding Scheme:
⇧ When a source node ns has data packets to deliver, however, end-to-end routing path

doesn’t exist:
if a ferry node nf is within the CRs of ns

ns and nf exchange RTS and CTS packets;
ns sends data packets to nf ;

else
for ni 2 Sferry

Calculate Ri

ferry⇤ of rerouting ferry node ni;

Calculate the sum of Rs

ferry
and Ri

ferry
for individual delivery;

if Ri

ferry⇤ > (Rs

ferry
+ Ri

ferry
) and Ri

ferry⇤ > Rmax

ferry

Rmax

ferry
= Ri

ferry⇤ ; Cferry = ni;
if Cferry 6= ;

Instruct ferry node Cferry to load source node ns’s data packets;
else

Source node ns carries and delivers data packets to ground destination;

Fig. 4. The pseudocode of the proposed delay-tolerant forwarding scheme.

destination and deliver all their data packets. Since the data
ferry rate of rerouting the ferry node ne is larger than that
of rerouting the ferry node nf , thus, the ground destination
nG will instruct the ferry node ne to change its original air
route and move to the source node ns to load data packets,
and then deliver data packets to ground destination nG. And
the ferry node nf will follow its original air route and move
to ground destination nG as planned. In the worst scenario, if
there is no ferry node that can provide a higher data ferry rate
of rerouting than that of individual delivery, the source node
ns will carry its data packets and physically move to ground
destination nG for data packet delivery. The major operations
of the proposed delay-tolerant forwarding is shown in Fig. 4.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation Testbed

We conduct extensive simulations using OMNeT++ [8]
for performance evaluation and analysis. 20-40 nodes are
uniformly distributed in a 1500⇥1500 (m2) square network
area, and a single ground destination is placed in the middle
of bottom side of network area, where nodes will hover above
the targeted area, and then collect and deliver data packets
(i.e., high resolution overview images) to ground destination
through the proposed HY BDfwd approach. Each node makes
use of high-throughput radio technology with the limited
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Fig. 5. The performance of packet delivery ratio (PDR) against the total
number of nodes and the number of ferry nodes.

communication range (200 (m)) and low-throughput channel
with large communication range (1000 (m)) for data traffic
and control traffic, respectively. The throughput between two
nodes is modeled as a function of distance derived from
measurements according to Eq. 6. In addition, each node
generates total 15 data packets to be addressed to ground
destination. The channel error rate is randomly changed from
0 to 5%. The path-planned mobility model [30] is deployed
in the network, where 6-12 ferry nodes are randomly selected
and travel with a constant speed of 20 meter/sec toward a
waypoint by following a pre-planned path without taking any
random direction. In order to let all nodes in the network be
able to physically move to ground destination to deliver data
packets, the total simulation time is set to 100 seconds. Each
simulation scenario is run 10 times with different randomly
generated seeds to obtain steady state performance metrics. In
this paper, we measure the performance in terms of packet
delivery ratio, packet delivery latency, and number of ferried
data packets by changing key simulation parameters including
the total number of nodes and the number of ferry nodes. For
performance comparison, we compare the HY BDfwd with a
motion-driven packet forwarding algorithm DTNgeo in [9].

B. Simulation Results and Analysis

Fig. 5 shows the packet delivery ratio (PDR) against the
total number of nodes and the number of ferry nodes in
the network. As shown in Subfig. 5(a), the PDRs of both
HY BDfwd and DTNgeo slightly decrease as the total number
of nodes increases in the network. Since more nodes exist in
the network, more data packets are generated to be delivered
to ground destination. Thus, more data packets could be
forwarded to ground destination though end-to-end routing
path. However, a few amount of data packets could get lost
during the transmission due to bad channel quality or link
error, which results in a decreasing PDR. In addition, a higher
PDR is observed by HY BDfwd compared to DTNgeo. This
is because DTNgeo does not consider the link expiration
time of end-to-end routing path, some data packets actually
cannot be delivered to ground destination through pre-selected
shortest path due to broken links. Finally, a less number of
data packets are received by ground destination. However,
HY BDfwd selects the end-to-end routing path in terms of
link expiration time and link throughput. When a certain link
is to be broken along the forwarding path, the source node
will stop sending data packet, and try to find another end-to-
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Fig. 6. The performance of packet delivery latency against the total number
of nodes and the number of ferry nodes.

end routing path or apply delay-tolerant forwarding scheme.
In Subfig. 5(b), as the number of ferry nodes increases, the
PDRs of both schemes slightly increase. Since more ferry
nodes are available in the network, more data packets could
be ferried and delivered to ground destination through ferry
nodes instead of end-to-end routing paths, which results in
an increasing PDRs. In particular, a larger number of data
packets is delivered by HY BDfwd compared to DTNgeo.
This is because the ferry nodes in HY BDfwd can actively
move to other nodes and load data packets, more data packets
can be physically moved to ground destination for delivery. On
the other side, as less amount of data packets are forwarded
through end-to-end routing paths, less data packets could get
lost during the transmission due to bad channel quality or link
error, resulting in a higher PDR.

In Fig. 6, the packet delivery latency is observed by varying
the total number of nodes and the number of ferry nodes in
the network. In Subfig. 6(a), as the total number of nodes
in the network increases, the packet delivery latency of both
HY BDfwd and DTNgeo increase significantly. As the total
number of nodes increases, more nodes exist in the network,
and more data packets are generated and required to be
delivered to ground destination. Since the end-to-end routing
path does not exist between every node and ground destination,
more data packets have to be carried and delivered to ground
destination through ferry nodes, or physically moved to ground
destination by nodes themselves, which results in a longer
traveling time for data packets. Finally, the overall packet
delivery latency increases. HY BDfwd shows a lower packet
delivery latency than that of DTNgeo, this is because the
ferry nodes in HY BDfwd can reroute their air flights to other
nodes to load data packets and deliver to ground destination,
which results in a lower packet delivery latency. In Subfig.
6(b), the packet delivery latency significantly decreases as the
number of ferry nodes increases in the network. Except for
delivering data packets through end-to-end routing path, more
data packets can be delivered to ground destination through
ferry nodes, thus, the total amount of time for carrying and
moving data packets to ground destination is significantly
decreased. As a result, a lower packet delivery latency is
observed. HY BDfwd shows a lower packet delivery latency
compared to DTNgeo, this is because more ferry nodes can
reroute to other nodes to load data packets, they do not need to
physically move to ground destination to deliver data packets,
and a large amount of traveling time can be reduced.
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Fig. 7. The performance of number of ferried packets against the total number
of nodes and the number of ferry nodes.

The number of ferried data packets are observed against
the total number of nodes and the number of ferry nodes in
the network in Fig. 7. As shown in Subfig. 7(a), for both
HY BDfwd and DTNgeo, the number of ferried data packets
slightly increases as the total number of nodes changes from
20 to 40. This is because more nodes exist in the network,
however, not all nodes can find the end-to-end routing path
to deliver data packets. Thus, more data packets have to be
carried and delivered to ground destination by ferry nodes,
resulting in an increment in the total number of ferried data
packets. In particular, a larger number of ferried data packets
is achieved by HY BDfwd compared to that of DTNgeo.
This is because the ferry nodes in HY BDfwd can change its
original air flight to other nodes to load data packets, more data
packets will be ferried and delivered to ground destination. In
Subfig. 7(b), HY BDfwd still outperforms DTNgeo in terms
of the number of ferried data packets. In addition, as the
number of ferry nodes increases in the network, the difference
of the number of ferried data packets between HY BDfwd

and DTNgeo increases. This is because more ferry nodes in
HY BDfwd can actively move to other nodes and load more
data packets. However, the ferry nodes in DTNgeo only accept
data packets from one-hop neighbor nodes.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a hybrid packet forwarding algo-
rithm, which consists of end-to-end routing and delay-tolerant
forwarding, to efficiently and reliably deliver data packets to
ground destination in FANETs. We develop a customized dis-
crete event driven simulation framework by using OMNeT++
and evaluate its performance through extensive simulation
experiments in terms of packet delivery ratio, packet delivery
latency, and number of ferried data packets. The simulation
results indicate that the proposed hybrid packet forwarding
algorithm is a viable approach for data transmission and
communication in FANETs. Due to radio propagation and
its channel dynamics cannot easily be captured by simulation
model and framework, as a future work, we plan to develop a
small-scale testbed with small quad-copters, e.g, Crazyflie 2.0,
and deploy a real outdoor environment to see the full potential
of the proposed approach.
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